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The Specifying Component in
West Jersey Place Names

VIVIAN ZINKIN

Students of place names have long been curious as to the types of
names a body of geographic designations may represent. Perhaps even
more interesting are the toponymic classes into which epithets em-
ployed during the early history of our country may fall. A corpus of
place names recorded between 1524 and 1703, applied to land features
in the territory once known as the Province of West New Jersey, an
area which the Dutch, Swedish, and British each hoped to possess,
constitutes the subject matter of the following analysis. It is hoped
that this examination may shed some light on the process of name-
giving during our early history.

Information given in the specifying constituent of a designation
generally provides· the basis for classifying a place name as to type.
Over the last half century the number of categories employed to de-
termine the types of names and their arrangement have varied con-
siderably. The Ramsay, Read, Leech study of 19341 employs five
major divisions with various subclasses under each; the Cassidy analy-
sis of 19472 sets up fifteen different types of names with no subdivi-

1 Robert L. Ramsay, Allen Walker Read, and Esther Gladys Leech, Introduction
to a Survey of Missouri Place-Names, University of Missouri Studies, vol. 9, no. 1
(Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri, 1934).

2 Frederick G. Cassidy, The Place-Names of Dane County, Wisconsin, Publication
of the American Dialect Society, no. 7 (American Dialect Society, 1947).
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sions; while a more recently proposed "Digital Classification of Place-
Names"3 suggests the use of ten major classes, many of which are
again subdivided into another ten parts.

To make the overall classification as simple and workable as pos-
sible, I have divided this corpus of names into three major categories
with various subdivisions under each, this organization dependent, of
course, on the significations of the specifiers. The first of these classes,
here designated as the environmental, includes those names that mark
a physical distinction of the feature or of its surroundings; the second,
called the historical, comprehends those toponyms which reflect an
event of provincial or extra-provincial importance; and the third, mark-
ed as borrowed names, contains those epithets selected from a stock
already applied either within or outside the Province of West New Jer-
sey, the region under discussion.

Because about a dozen of these designations qualify under more
than one class, membership in the types of names exceeds the total
number of items in the corpus. Ananickin Great Meddow, for example,
participates in two major categories: as a borrowed name, since Ana-
nickin, its first member, is a transfer of Oneanickon, the name of an
Indian town, and as an environmental name, the adjective great in the
specifier qualifying for the environmental subclass of size or shape.
ErixsC?ns Staine Hook also falls into two major groups: Erixsons, the
first element of the specifier, is a surname and therefore classified un-
der personal names, a subclass of the historical category; whereas the
second member, staine, a Swedish rendering of "stone," places it in
the environmental division, in the subgroup of soil, mineral, or water.

Occasionally, within a single category, particularly the environmen-
tal, some toponyms fall into more than one subgroup. Illustrative of
dual assignments within a major division are the pair Great Staine
Hook and One Tree Hook, the specifier of the first name denoting
both size and the quality of the soil, that of the second remarking both
number and flora. Each of these four distinctions indicates a subgroup
of the environmental class. Since each of the specifiers· of the designa-
tions here cited marks two different environmental qualities, each name
is placed into two subclasses of that one division.

In certain instances the factual material necessary for making a valid
assignment of a toponym to a particular group is lacking. It is possible,
for example, that the name Cannoe Neck and Canoe Swamp both re-

3 Lurline H. Coltharp, "A Digital Classification of Place-Names," Names, vol. 20,
no. 3 (Sept. 1972), pp. 218-219.
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marked the shape of the features that they identified, although they
may as well have noted a long forgotten incident in which a canoe
played a part. Where there is little or no information available regard-
ing a particular designation other than the epithet itself, such names
have been placed under the categories that seem the most appropriate,
in these two instances among both the environmental names marking
size or shape as well as in the subclass labeled anecdotal, a subdivision
under historical names. On the various tables illustrating the types of
names, such items are marked with question marks to indicate that the
classifications have no documented basis.

About two-fifths of the names for land features fall into the environ-
mental class.4 Of these, one-third refer to the flora and fauna particular
to the region. Such toponyms as the Cedar Swamp, Pine Mount, and
Locust Island reflect the rich cedar and pine growth still familiar to
New J erseyites, as well as that of the locust tree. Others like Mulberry
Point, the Peach Neck, and Plum Point, the last known as Plommen
Udden to Swedish settlers and Pruym Hoeck to the Dutch, recall the
mulberry, peach, and plum trees whose fruits were enjoyed by the
European immigrants to this land. Still others like the Swedish Dru-
weudden, in English translated as "grape point," and Pompion Hook,
the word pompion now a rarely used alternate for pumpkin, remind
us of the grape and pumpkin, fruits of the vine, which also gave their
pleasure to the early newcomer to West Jersey. The names Black Wal-
nut Point and Chestnut Neck note the nut trees flourishing in the pro-
vince, while the pair Cranberry Point and Cranbury Swamp serve as
reminders that the cranberry has, indeed, long been thriving in the
Jersey wetlands. The roster of epithets includes also the Cat-tail Mea-
dow and the Mossy Swamp, the one naming the cattail, a marsh plant,
the other, the moss, both of which continue as part of the plant life
of the state.

The specifiers of the designations for land formations refer less fre-
quently to animal life than to plant life, although allusions to the bear,
cow, raccoon, and swine, then habitants of the region, are found in
such epithets as the Bear Swamp, Cow Neck, Raccoon Island, and
Swynes Point. The goose and the piping plover are commemorated in
Goose Island and Pipeing Island, while the eggs of shore birds are re-
called in Egg Island. In these place names only one fish is named, the
skipper, recorded in the toponym Skipper Hook.

4 See Table 1, Environmental Names, p. 74.
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The remaining environmental names form two subclasses, the deno-
tative and the connotative. The first of these is again subdivided into
seven groups. These mark color, exemplified by Red Bank and Little
Black Hook; depression or elevation, illustrated by the High Island and
Lowe Island; direction or distance, represented by Upper Dinidock-
here, upper selected in preference to north or northern-and Five Mile
Beach; numerals or their equivalents, demonstrated by One Tree Hook
and ye Single Tree Point; situation or landscape, typified by the Sea-
board Islands; size or shape, examples being the Great Swamp and the
Horseshoe; and soil, mineral, or water, note the Stony Hills. Rainbow
Island and Lazy Point represent two of the ten connotative names given
at this time, reflecting the subjective view of the namegiver. The 42
designations noting the flora and fauna of the region and the 69 deno-
tative names remarking a quality of the feature named make up a total
of 111 items. Since there are less than a dozen subjective epithets ap-
plied to land forms, it would seem that the seventeenth-century namer
in West Jersey was more inclined to identify places by some percep-
tible aspect of their surroundings than by his impressions regarding
them.

The category of historical names, the second major division, includes
nearly half the toponyms for land features. It is comprised of six sub-
classes, the largest of which is made up of those containing a personal
name.5 Indeed, 28% of all the names for land entities belong to this
group. Most of the appellations in this subdivision refer to landowners,
for example, Adams Neck, which was given for the owner, John Adams.
Some of the estate owners were, like William Cooper, perhaps better
known for their endeavors on behalf of the public. Cooper served as a
member of the provincial assembly, on the Council of Proprietors,
and as a judge for the Court of Gloucester; but Coopers Point, a pro-
jection of land that was his, bore that name essentially because Wil-
liam Cooper owned it and not because he was esteemed as a public
servant.

Other personal names may have attached themselves to pieces of
land through the occupation of the owner, a case in point being Chy-
goes Island, on which Pierre J egou had built his tavern. Occasionally
the specifier consists of the name of a military governor in the region.
D 'Hinyossaes Ile and Governor juniossas Island, both epithets given
for the Dutch governor sent from Holland, illustrate such specific
components. Perhaps because Governor d 'Hinyossa was then a man

5 See Table 2, Personal Names, pp. 77-79.
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of note in the area, this pair may be regarded as honorific names like
Cape May and Cape La Warre, the one, honoring the Dutch explorer,
Captain Cornelis Mey; the other, recognizing Lord De la Warr, Gover-
nor of Virginia from 1577 to 1618.

In addition to these, place names given for men of some esteem were
Carrs Island, honoring either Sir Robert Carr, a British military com-
mander who defeated the Dutch in 1664, or Captain John Carr, one of
the officers to whom Sir Robert turned over the island; Kipps Island,
given for Hendrick Kip, once commissary in the Colony of New Am-
stel on the western bank of the Delaware River; Mount Ployden, for
Sir Edmund Plowden or Ployden, who had a patent for a county pala-
tine in which the elevation so called was located; and Penns Neck, for
William Penn, then not only a large landowner in West Jersey but also
a proprietor of the Salem Tenth.

One toponym in the group of personal names consists, it seems, of
a partial title. It was given by Giovanni da Verrazano, who, in 1524,
sailed for France along part of the Atlantic seacoast including the
Jersey shore. In his report of that part of his voyage which touched
upon New Jersey, he notes that they "baptized the coast 'di Lorenna,'
on account of the Cardinal. .. "6 Verrazano may have been referring to
John, son of Ren~ of Lorraine, made cardinal at the age of twenty in
the year 1518.7 Catholic records suggest John of Lorraine as the most
likely subject of this naming. Unfortunately, further information re-
garding the giving of this designation is not readily available.

Cape La Warre also represents a place name in which a partial title
is expressed. It was given, as already noted, to honor the British colo-
nial governor of Virginia, Lord De la Warr, privately known as Thomas
West. The designation, Cape La Warre, recorded in 1610 in the journal
of Sir Samuel Argall, subordinate to Lord De la Warr,8 may well have
been the first European place name given in the Delaware area.9 All in

6 Lino S. Lipinsky, Giovanni da Verrazzano, The Discoverer of New York Bay
(New York, 1958), p. It.

7 New Catholic Encyclopedia, VII (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1967), p. 996.

8 Samuel Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus or Purchas His Pilgrims, XIX (Glasgow:
James Mac Lehose and Sons, 1906), p. 84.

9 C.A. Weslager, The English on the Delaware, 1610-1682 (New Brunswick, N.].:
Rutgers University Press, 1967), p. 7.
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all, in the list of toponyms denoting land formations, 14 including the
six marking Cape May may be regarded as honorific names.

During the provincial period designations employing personal names
were likely to select only the surname, but in a substantial number of
epithets both surname and given name appear, as in Thomas Budds
Island. In the six items in which only the given name is expressed, one,
possibly two, like Katberines Island, bear a feminine name. In a trio of
epithets for one feature in which the specifiers are Jacob, JacCJ.ues,and
James, there is no information at all available to determine whether
these represent family or given names. Rather rarely in some place
names the title Mister is pre-posed to the surname, as in Mr. Olderidges
Ijland. In two items the specifier is composed of the surname plus'
another element, as in Erixsons Staine Hook and Obranceses Old Field.
In the one, the specifier consists of the personal name plus an environ-
mental reference to the soil; in the other, the personal name is followed
by a temporal allusion, thus placing this epithet into two subclasses of
the historical category, the personal and the temporal.

One-third of all the historical names are, like Aquikanaska, Indian
or hybrids, typified by Mecbansio Berg, in which the first element is
believed to be Indian and the generic berg to be Swedish; but the spe-
cifier in each of these is Indian.' 0 The remaining subgroups under the
historical rubric are very small in membership. Specifiers in names hav-
ing to do with contemporary industry, as in the Millers Neck, mark a
quintet of names; those making up a temporal subclass consist of the
pair the Old Pasture and Obranceses Old Field, already mentioned; rep-
resenting probably anecdotal names are the items Cannoe Neck and
Canoe Swamp; and noting national origin is the toponym the Finns
Point, whose specific element serves as a reminder that the Swedish
enterprise on the Delaware was substantially manned by Finnish
conscripts.

To determine the direction of transfer of borrowed names given up
to and through the provincial period, particularly those of Indian ori-
gin, is often difficult and on occasion impossible." Available docu-
ments date, for the most part, from the seventeenth century, and prac-
tically all of these were recorded by the European who had visited or

, 0 See p. 80 for list of Indian names and the remaining subgroups of the historical
category.
" Sec Table 3, Borrowed Names, p. 81.
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settled in this part of the world. He wrote down names which were
alien to his tongue according to his linguistic experience. He was not
concerned at that time, for example, that a meadow took its name
from an Indian village or vice versa; he was content with merely the
identification of either or both by name. Therefore, in the statement
respecting borrowed names, where pertinent information is lacking,
some judgments have been made that are based on conjecture. The
soundness of the discussion must depend then on the logic and valid-
ity of such conclusions.

Of all the place names given to land features, 12% are borrowed.
Local transfers make up over 70% of these, although borrowings
from outside the province and outside the American continent as well
occur. Designations like Fenwicks Grove Neck or Egg Harbor Beach
find their immediate source in Fenwicks Grove and Egg Harbor, both
nearby places within the province; but one place name, Shrewsbury
Neck, assumes the name of a town located in the neighboring Province
of East jersey. It was named by the three brothers Sheppard, who,
after leaving Ireland, had briefly sojourned in the town of Shrews-
bury, located in the eastern province, and later carried that town name
with them to West jersey.

The remaining borrowed names find their provenience outside the
borders of the American continent, with five-possibly six- of them,
like Puddle Dock and Wingerworth, coming from England. The Dutch
name, Bommelerweert, identifying a Dutch island, was applied by ex-
plorers from that country to an island in West jersey, then more fre-
quently called d 'Hinyossaes lie or Matiniconck Island. Two names,
Mount Carmel! and Mount Pisgah, are taken from the Bible.

The borrowed names of this group find their source in water, land,
and artificial features. Four appellations, like Egg Harbor Beach from
Egg Harbor, are transfers from water bodies; and eight place names,
exemplified by Pine Mount Marsh, which took over the name of an
elevation called Pine Mount, are transfers of epithets given to land
formations.

But the largest number of borrowed names, over 60% of them,
find their immediate source in toponyms given to artificial features,
in most instances: those for a town, village, or parish. For example,
Burlington Island took its name from the town of Burlington; Ana-
nickin Great Meddow, from the Indian village known as Oneanickon;
and Wingerworth, from the British parish so called. Titles of other
man-made features, in one instance of a fort, in another of a landing,
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serve as the immediate origin of such borrowed names as Elsinboro
Neck, from the Swedish Fort Elfsborg, and the Fast Landing Land
from the landing identified as the Fast Landing.

The languages in which the specifying elements are expressed, like
those of the generic members, again reflect the various populations
struggling for control of this region. The Indian native, whom the
European was in process of dislodging, left his mark with 17% of the
specifiers; the Dutch and Swedish together with 14%-the Dutch spe-
cifiers more than double those of the Swedish, a not surprising pro-
portion, since the Dutch presence in West Jersey lasted at least three
times as long as that of the rival Swedish. English, the language of the
victorious colonists, is employed in two-thirds of the specifiers, with
two percent of them, except for a pair in the Italian tongue, neither
classifiable as to type nor readily identifiable as to language.

The specifying element couched in the Indian language occurs, for
the most part, in the historical names, although this language is also
employed in the specifiers of a few borrowed names, such as Cohanzey
Neck, and in one or two environmental names. Nearly half the specifi-
ers given in Dutch apply to environmental names like H ou ten ("wood-
ed") Eylant or Hogh ("high") lIe, while the other half, made up of
designations like Governor juniossas Island and Mr. Alricks Island, oc-
cur among the personal names with the exception of two transfers con-
taining the specifier Bommelereweert. All but three of the Swedish spe-
cifiers are found in environmental names like Krijkon ("plum") 0 0
("island") in the subclass of flora and Roder ("red") Udden ("hook")
in the color subdivision. Two place names, Eisenburgh Point and El-
sonborrow Neck, though immediately transferred from Fort Elfsborg,
already established in the province, find their ultimate source in a fort
of the same name located in Sweden near Gothenburg.1 2 All the other
specifiers pertaining to land features are expressed in English, the lan-
guage of those who succeeded in holding the land for themselves.

In 70% of the place names of this corpus, the grammatical form oc-
cupying the specifying slot consists of either the proper or the common
noun, frequently inflected for genitive.1 3 When the personal name sits

12 Amandus Johnson, The Swedish Settlements on the Delaware, 1638-1664, I
(Philadelphia: Swedish Colonial Society, 1911), p. 304.

13 The part of speech assigned to words making up the various specifiers is that
given in Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1973.
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in this position, the genitive enclitic usually occurs. Among the excep-
tions to this practice are designations in which normal syntax is rever-
sed, that is, where the generic precedes the specific constituent. Mount
Plowden, for example, named for Sir Edmund Ployden, which puts gen-
eric mount in primary position, fails to mark the genitive relationship;
whereas Pyles Mount, named for the owner, Thomas Pyle, with the
specifier in first position, does express the genitive sibilant. All the des-
ignations with generic cape as the first constituent, whether couched in
English or in a non-English tongue, suppress the genitive, as in Caep
May, Cape La Warre, and Caput May. Where only the personal name is
employed, as in Peter Alrich, no genitive marker occurs as it does in
Mr. Alricks Island, a name marking the same feature. In those items in
which the personal name ends in a sibilant, as in James Island or Lucas
Point, no genitive marker is added. A few epithets like Christiana Neck
and John Rodman Meddow which follow the dominant syntactic order
also suppress the genitive enclitic. Such toponyms run contrary to the
general pattern in which the personal name functioning as specifier and
sitting in primary position expresses genitivity.

Place names, by definition, are proper nouns, regardless of their
lexical or grammatical makeup. When a toponym occurs as a borrowed
element in the specifier of a newly-made designation, it generally func-
tions as an entity, a modifier of the generic constituent, which con-
sists most frequently of the common noun. To simplify the analysis
here, I have treated all borrowed names as a single grammatical unit,
whatever their internal composition may be, and classified them as pro-
per nouns.1 4 Among borrowed names the proper noun inflected for
genitive rarely occurs, in this corpus only in the item Groves Point.
Apart from transfers, Indian names, and epithets in which the personal
name appears, the proper noun is found as the specifying factor in only
one item, the Finns Point, a member of the historical subgroup indicat-
ing national origin. The common noun, employed as the specifying
element in 57 toponyms, shows genitivity in only three of these, name-
ly, Fishers Isle, the Millers Neck, and Swynes Point. Apart from these
exceptions, this part of speech, when so employed, takes the plain
form. It is interesting to note that the common noun finds its greatest

14 For a more detailed discussion of the grammatical role of borrowed names,
see my article "The Syntax of Place-Names," Names, vol. 17, no. 3 (Sept. 1969),
pp.181-198.
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frequency among environmental names, those having to do with flora,
fauna, and situation, as in Mulberry Point, Goose Island, and Cape Is-
land. Like Mill Neck, the five designations pertaining to industry, a
subclass of the historical category, also make use of the common noun
as the specific component.

Thirty-nine of the specifiers are made up of the single adjective,
all of these in environmental names, with their greatest popularity
among the subclasses of subjective names and those marking color,
as in the epithets Beautiful Island and Red Hook. The single adjective
also occurs as the specifying element in such names as the East Shore,
marking direction; in those indicating size and shape, exemplified by
the Great Swamp; and as the only form in that function for those
place names noting depression or elevation, as in High Island. In one
instance, Pipeing Island, the present participle serves as specifier; in
another, the Burnt Meadow, the past participle takes on this function;
while in still another, Mount Over, the adverb fills this role, but in
post-generic position.

Among the various classes, occasional names like Black Walnut
Point and Obranceses Old Field employ two parts of speech in the
specifying component, in the first designation, the adjective black
and the noun walnut combine to form a grammatical unit modifying
the generic constituent; in the other, the specifier, consisting of Ob-
ranceses, a proper noun inflected for genitive, plus the adjective old,
is made up of two consecutive modifiers of the generic element. In the
remaining place names, specifiers comprised of two components are
variously composed. For example, one, Little Black Hooke, employs
two adjectives, again serving as consecutive modifiers of the generic
constituent; another, di Lorenna, selects a preposition plus a proper
noun to fill the specifying position. Generally, however, the specifier
is made up of a single word, most frequently the noun. Because of the
large number of personal, Indian, and borrowed names in the corpus,
the most common part of speech serving as the specifier is the proper
noun.

It is obvious that the composition of the specifying element is far
more complicated grammatically than that of the generic constituent.
In this group of names for land features, all but two of the generic
terms are comprised of a single common noun. The remaining generics
are two-word forms, one made up of two common nouns, the other
of an adjective and a common noun. That the constitution of the spe-
cifying factor is more varied and complex than that of the generic is
illustrated by the following abstract which is limited to the place names
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under consideration here.

*Composition of the Specifiers in Order of Frequency

o Components 1

One Component
PN 94
PN's 64
N 54
Adj 39
DA 6
N's 3
Adv 1
PAdj 1
Pt-ng 1
Pt-ed 1

Two Components
Adj + N
Adj + PN
PN + Adj
PN's + Adj
PN's + N
Adj + Adj
Pr + PN

9
8
2
2
2
1
1

The syntax of the specifier of only one place name for land features
departs from the syntactic patterns already discussed. A shift in the or-
der of the components of the designation, the Two Capes of Delaware,
accounts for a discontinuous specifier. In this name, the generic capes
inserted between the adjective two and the prepositional phrase of
Delaware, both adjective and the prepositional phrase fulfilling the spe-
cifying function, causes the discontinuous constituent.

*List of the abbreviations employed above:

Adj
Adv
DA
N
N's
PAdj
PN
PN's
Pr
Pt-ed
Pt-ng

Adjective
Adverb
Definite Article
Common Noun
Common Noun + Genitive
Proper Adj ective
Proper Noun
Proper Noun + Genitive
Preposition
Past Participle
Present Participle

Of the total designations given for land features, 46% qualify as his-
torical, 40% as environmental, and 12% as borrowed names, according
to their specifying elements. Classifying the remaining names is not
possible since pertinent information regarding them is unavailable.
It may well be that a few of these unclassifiable names whose speci-
fiers cannot be identified are mere misspellings of toponyms already
discussed. A case in point is the appellation Costanea Neck, the name of
a place located in Salem. County, which may be an erroneous rendering
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of Christiana Neck of the same county, a designation appearing in the
records with multiple spellings. 1 5

Personal names make up about 60% of the historical category, with
Indian appellations equalling close to one-third of that major division.
The remaining subgroups of the historical class, that is, the industrial,
temporal, etc., find only ten names among them.

Of the environmental names, those alluding to the flora and fauna
of the area constitute 34% of that division. These two subgroups along
with those comprising the denotative subclass equal over 90% of the
environmental category and 36%, over one-third, of all the epithets
applied to land formations.

The largest number of borrowed names have as their source already
named features in the province-about two-thirds of them man-made-
although a few are transfers from England and Holland, both of which
countries had attempted settlement in West New Jersey.

In conclusion, the subgroups of epithets with the largest member-
ships are those noting personal names, Indian names, and denotative
environmental names, including those that reflect the plant and animal
life of the region. These three subclasses comprehend nearly 80% of
all the toponyms given for land features. It would seem that at that
time the major sources of naming these formations or, to put it another
way, what constituted the most popular substance for the specifiers
of these designations were the names of contemporary landowners of
European origin, the epithets employed by the native Indian resident,
and the living and perceptible elements of the environment.

15 List of Unclassified Names

Bonivetto
Colake Hoeck
Costanea Neck

Gamon Island
Meltinsea
Ricknev Wnnti
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Denotative Oonnotat1v.
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TABLE ,.

£NVIRON¥.~Tll NAlE'S: LAND PF.&TiJR.ES

Denotat1Y. Oonnotattve

1l.l.KE

RaInbow Island
Red Bani<:
R!'!d Head
Red H'Jo~
Rich Island
R1ch Neck
R1ch Pt.
Roden Hoeck
Roder Udden
Ro~nd Meadow, The
Sand Hill
Send P')lnt, T~e
Sandy P')1nt
Schoon Eyland t
Seaboard Islands, The
S1ngel Tree P01nt, Ye
Single-Tree, The
Sk1pper H·')ok
South Ca;>e, The
Southwest Cape
S;>rlng Hill
Stayne Hook, T~e
Stony Hills, The
Swart iboke
Swy~eB Foint
Town Is13!ld, The
Town Nec~, (The)
Tw.., Ca!'es 0 f Delaware, The
tJpper D1nidock
ryr-per ~ed Bank(e)
West Neck, (The)
Wigwtl~1 Mead'Jw, The
Wl~derness

x
x

x

x

J.4
o~
o
o

x
x
:x:

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

X
X

x
X
X

X

x
X

x

x
X
X

x

E

E
S
D
S
E
:;
E

D
E
E
E

E
E
E
s
~
~
E
~
E
B-1
E
:;
E
E

Total 29 13 7 4 11 7 16 14 10 11

-Names of la!1::ll"lG~~ are r~prese~ted 1n t~c followln~ manner:

D
E
I

Dutch
~£llsh
I"!:ilan

It.
S

Ita119.n
'3we:11s~
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TABLE 2

PERSONAL NAM::5: UND FEATURES

HIP:)RTANOE DISTIBe- LEMEBTS
1'101 .

s.. ~
., ~~ s:J a 0

NU1E
as ., C) CIS .-4

.-4 > .c. c: r:: ~
0 .-4 ~ ~:J.4 •...
r:: t.' 0 ::s ,f.-4 ~ CI ~&l 01~ as J.4 ~ ~ ~+
0 .-4 s:J .,

C) ~ ~J<
J.44 CI •~ .c •... 0 0 ~ CI :z; !; o • ~ til., A C .-4 e ~ ~ s:J11 J.4 .-4 as

.-4 .-4 as ~ +> 0 ~ as c r:: c CI 1.1 ~ ::s
Cl ~ J.4 > as "Cl r:: ., f: e~ 1.I+l :~r-4 "Cl .-4 til
J.4 110 ~ 0 0 ~

~
•... ~ ;;0 ~ r:: r:: s::

~ iii ~ /i.: 0 ~ :s ... :s ::s ... .-4 • . .j~ en ~ en en t.' e- 1-4 e- o

Adams Forest x x x M x'E
Adams Neck x x x E
Bachelo".1rs Banck x , , x E
Bradway. Beck x x x x E
Cabo May x x x D
Catp May x x x D
Caleb Wbeatleys Meadow x x x x E
Cannons Neck x x x x E
Cape de Kaye x x: x: D
Cape Ie Warre x x: x: E
Cape (ot) May x x x D
Caput May x x x D
Carra Island x x x x E
Chr1st1ana Neck x , x P E
Cbygo •• Island x 15 x: x D "l
Chygoee Iyl x x x x D?
Coopers Polnt x x: x x E
d1 Lorenna x x: x t.
Erlxson(a) Staine Hooke x: x x x x S
Penwick. Polnt x x x x E
Gard1ner. Swamp x x x x E
Garr1sons Neck x x x x E
George Garretta }~rsh x x: x x E
Governor J'l"liossas ls- x x x x x :&D

lsnd, The
Grubb. Meadow x x x x E
Guy (e)s Polnt x x x x E
Hananlah Gaunts l-Ieadow x x x x E
Hedges Neck x x x x E
d'Hlnyo.saes lIe x x x x D
Hll1ne P()lnt x x x x E
Jacobs B (j ? ? ? ? ? ? ? x ?
Jacques ::.yland ? ? ? ? ? ? ? x ?
James Island ? ? ? ? ? ? ? x E
John Aobotts Meadow x x x x E
J()hn Browns Ke~dow x x x x S

*See page 76 for manner in which names of languages are represented.
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TABLE 2
PERSONAL NAM?:S: LJ.BD FUTURES

U1P=>RTJ.NCE DISTIIC- LEMENTS
TIOI .

J.4
~ r-4

r-4 ~ ~ a ()

NAME as tJ ., as .-4
.-4 ~ .c ~~ ~ ~
() .-4 ~ J.4 J.<
r:: C!J 0 ~! £.-4 r-4 .,

~fj> as J.4 ~ ~ ~~ J.4:0 .-4 ~ tJ
~J.<

G .
~ .c J.< (,) 0 ~ G II; ::~~ o~ ~ til., ~ C ..-4

~
e ~~ J.4 ..-4 as

.-4 .-4 as ... ~ 0 as c aslll ;~ ~ G ~ ::s., r-4 J.4 > as -d r:: G e: e~ :~ -d ..-4 b•.. tlO ~ 0 u J::l

~
... .. > ~ ~ -= s::

0 iii .t1 t. 0 ~ :s ... :s =' ... ... ... • • ~•.. ~ In C In In C!J C 1-4 '=' '='
John Buntings Meadow x x x X·" E
John Butcher. Meadow x x x X E
30hn Hancock. J1[tfadow X X X X E
John Hoolen., Meadow X x x x E
John Rodman Heddow x x x E
John Scolly. Keadow X x x x E
John Snowdens Keadow x x x x E
John Woolston(s) Meadow x x x x E
JOBeph Stons Heddo", x x x x E
Joshua Wrlghts Meadow x x x x E

Land
Xatberlnes Island x x x p x E
Klpps Island x x x x D
Kymballs Point x x x x E
Lucas Point x X x M ,
Luyca. Hooke x x x Yo ?
Mar~aduke Horemans Meddcw x x x x E
Maye x x X D
(Mr.) J.lrlck. Island x x x x x D
¥.r. Olderldges IJIa!1d x x x x x D
Mordecal. Meadow x x x M x E
Mount Ployden x x , E
Obrance.es Old Field x x x x x E
Parker(.) Mead~w x x x x E
Penns Neck x x x x E
Perclval Jacobs Meadow x x x x E
Perclval Jones Meadow x x x E
Perc1val Powes Meaddow x x x E
Peter Alr1ch x x x D
Pyles l-':ount x x x x E
Rockhills Keadow x x x x E
SallfwByee Po1nt x x x x E
Samll Andrews M~Bd~w x x x x E
Samll Ogb~rne Meadow x x x x E
Sam TaJlo~B Meadow x x x x E
Shaples. Mf!edow x x X x E
Sharke I{eadow x x x x E
Sharps 5wa.::p x x x x E
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nl~RT.A.NCE DISTIBC- LEMENTS
TIOW

•• •
r-4 c:3 •.. ~

r-4a 0

NJ.ME
as ., t) as ...•...• :. .c ~; c:J ~v ...• ~ •.. •..c C) 0 ;~ :::J ~...• r-4 C) CD
> as •.. ~ ~ ~~0 ...• c:3 C) s: •. •.. ~ •~ .Q •.. v 0 ~ CI SZ4 ., t): 0 ~ tIC

CD rJ. s:: ...•
~

e ~ : ~c c:J~
•.. ...• as...• ...• as ~ ~ 0 as c c C) CI ~ iiC) r-4 •.. > cd ~ C CI E~ fr;: :t; :t r-4 ~ ...••.. tlO ~ 0 V ~ ~ •.. ~ ~ c c:3 c~ Ii .t1 J;.: 0 ~ :s or4 :s :s ....• ...• ...• • • j~ 0 0') 0 0') CD 0 0 ~ 0 0

Stac1es leland x x x x E
S~ephants Iele x x x x E
Stepson. leland x x x x E
Tho. Borton(e) Meadow x x x x E
Thomas Budd. I.land x x x x E
Tho. Curti. Meadow x x x E
Tho. Polke Meadow x x x x E
Thomas Gilberthorp. x x x x E

Meadow
Tho. Wrights Meadow x x x x E
Walkers Po1nt x x x x E
W1ll1am Hunts Meadow x x x x E
Windham Neck x x x '!

Tot.al 7 0 7 67 1 65 13 41 6 30 2 0 2 ~ 61
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!equlkenaeka
!lummlngh
!qu1kanaeka Island
Cheples.lngh
Chepls81ngh Ey1and
Emaljen.
Happamao
Indlan Fle1d, The /Y.
I.1and (ot) Mat1n1conck, The
leland ot Bavatt1romp, The
Island ot Sepass1ng, Ye
Island ot T1nnekonck, Th.
Ie1e ot Kat1n1cock8, The
Kachk111kanehackln
Xoo-menakano-kQnck
Mantae. Boeck
Mant ••
Mantes Corner
Manteee. Plaln, The
Matlnakonk ~land
Katln1conck
Matin1conck Island
Mattlnekonck Isle

Mechane 10 Bergh
Mechan.10 E1j1andh
~eokan.10
M1n1enquas
J'ahanen
Narrat1cone E1j1andh
Necommusses Neck
N1mrax Ie1e
Obl.quahos1t
Qu1horacka
Sankh1kan.
Sepas.lncks I1e
Sepa881ngs Island
Sheganee8 Pie1d
S1pa •• sing
Soptonhakin. Isle
Subtoenhackingh
Tinn.conk
T1nnekonck Island
T1nnekoncke Elj1andh
Tonk1n. I.land
W1nkate

Industr1al

Rema1n1ng Subgroups ot Hlstor1cal
Categor,.

Anecdotal
'Pferr,.Po1nt
'P1sber. I.1e
Millers Beck, The
Ml1l Beck
Winter Pasture

Temporal
ObranceBes Old Field
Old Pasture, The

Cannoe Beck (1)
Canoe Swamp, The (1)

Re Bational Or1gin
P1nns Point, (The)
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TJ.9LE ,

BORROWED N!MES: LAN::> F£lT'JRES

SOURCE
yp~

IMPORTJ.NCE OF
P'EJ.-
TURE

TRJ.NS1ER

Bommelereweert
Burlington
Cobanlley
Delaware River / Bay
Egg Harbour
Port Elt.borg
last LandIng, The
Fenwick. Grove

Matin1conck
Mount Carmel
Mount Pi8gah
Bew Salem
Newton
Northampt~n River
Onean1ckon
Pine Mount
Puddle Dock
Rancokus Creek
Ranco~ue Oreek / River
Red B8nk

Salem
Salem Town
Salsenbury Creek
Shrewsbury
Tray / Troy
Wlngerworth
York.h1re

Total

x

x
X
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

5 2 2 0

Bommeleweert
I.land Bommelerweert, The
Burl1ngton leland
I.land ot Bur11ngton, The
Oohanzey !leck
Two Cap •• ot Delaware, The
Egg Harbour Beach
E1senburgh Po1nt
El.onborrow Beck
Past Landing Land, The
FenwIck. Grove Neck
Grove. Point
Ptinell Town Point
F,ynn.tovn Hook
Upper Dlnidock
Mount Carmell
Hount PIsgah
)Jew Salem Marsh
Newton Meadow(.)
Poynt ot Northampton River

The
Ananlckln Great Heddow
OnIon1ckon Headow(s)
Pine Hount Karsh
Puddle Dock
Puddle Dock Swamo
Point ot Ran~~kuB
3.ancokus P01nt
Lowe Red l3ank
Upper Red Bank(e)
Salem Marsh
Salem Town Karch
Salsonbury Point

x Shrewllb'.lryNeck
KO'.lntTray
W'ingerworth
W'lneerworth Poynt
Yl)rkshire Edge

.
ttl
CIS

~~
cd
H

E
E
I
E
E
S
S
E
E
E
E
E

I
E
E
E
E
E

I E
I
E
E

*See page 76 for manner in which names of languages are represented.
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*The above map, a reconstruction, is taken from The Story of New Jersey's
Civil Boundaries, 1606-1968 by John P. Snyder. The seven maps illustrating my
article, "The Generic Component in West Jersey Names," Names, 32 (1984),
252-265, are also taken from the same source. The maps on pp. 262-265 of that ar-
ticle are reconstructions, drawn by the author and copyrighted by him. Those on
pp. 259-261 are reproductions for which he has no copyright.


